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Idea! Categorie Focus Audience
Murals - Art on sides of buildings in the neighborhood, etc that tell neighborhood 
stories, identity Permanent, work with kids Art/Culture history all
Peace Stations Art/Culture all
Street Art of every kind in order to slow cars down. Someone is absolutely going to 
be hit on this pedestrian-heavy road - S. 1st St Art/Culture traffic all
I would love to see someone make a groovy mural on that blank wall where the 
Amtrak train lets you off - it’s such an awful welcome to the city. Art/Culture mural all
My idea is to copy Barcelona and have a group of dancers go to public places all 
over the investment area and introduce the Sardana. The Sardana is a dance 
Barcelonians used to protest when Franco forbid them to speak their language or 
express their unique culture. The people come together with volunteer musicians 
(maybe just hand out kazoos), they pile all the things they were carrying in the 
middle of a circle and dance a simple circle dance with joined hands around them. 
As people come by, they are invited to join in. The dance expresses unity, 
community, and mutual trust, and joy and is just plain fun. Art/Culture dance all
support the arts Art/Culture all
The open space just upstream of the Avon/Moore's Creek needs ART! Art/Culture creek all

More Spaceships Art/Culture
temporary 
public art all

In the name of repetition, I will submit this idea again. 1st St South needs street art 
or adaptations of the sort that slows traffic down a bit. We're on a bus route, we're 
pedestrian heavy, we have children, and cars fly through there. We're a bit of a 
forgotten neighborhood, and one resident circulated a petition for speed humps 
following a failed attempt at city council. His son was nearly killed by one of these 
speeding cars, and he wanted the city to take notice. They have not, as of yet. Art/Culture traffic all
A community wide sidewalk art project for the Belmont neighborhood and the 
children of Clark Elementary School and the residents of Friendship Court. Time to 
express themselves. Art/Culture sidewalks all
Paint mandalas at all intersections on Little High St and E Jefferson St to slow 
down traffic and avoid collisions or near collisions. Also, use money as seed to 
construct continuous sidewalk on at least one side of Little High St.
* Pay partially for rent of available units in our neighborhood and offer them to 
folks in need of affordable housing. It's time we become a diverse community and 
stop building housing projects Art/Culture traffic all
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 I think that one pressing issue that effects every citizen in Charlottesville is 
homelessness and the face of poverty in our city. We live in a community, and that 
means fostering a sense of community and residency for every member of our 
city: even those that live, quite literally, on the fringes. I mentioned that my 
'neighborhood' above were specific areas where I perceive homelessness to be 
the highest, but truly, this issue spans all of Charlottesville. I would like to begin a 
project, with BeCville's help, that would allow us to aggregate stories and writings 
from the men and women who often face homelessness in our city. Both by 
expanding opportunities for the homeless population to write and record their 
experiences, and by penning my own experiences, interactions and reflections 
throughout the summer, I hope that the humanity and citizenship of these 
Charlottesville residents might be restored and expanded. I think that many 
stereotypes and falsely preconceived ideas about the homeless could be dispelled 
by allowing them to pen their own poetry or prose, as well as recording their own 
daily activities and interactions with residents of Charlottesville. Ideally, I will find 
several different venues, such as print publications, blogs, art studios, and 
perhaps public spaces such as murals or temporary art pieces to display and 
convey the stories of these often overlooked citizens of Charlottesville. These 
publicity efforts would be targeted both towards the Charlottesville community 
broadly as well as the University Community, both of whom experience high levels 
of exposure to the homeless population. I think this project is an excellent 
candidate for a BeCville partnership because of its need for creativity, large 
exposure, and its direct potential to improve the lives, understanding, compassion 
and appreciation amongst all members of our community. Art/Culture homelessness / story tellingall
music brings people together Art/Culture music all
Food comes first. Art projects come second. Art/Culture food/art projects all
Create a culture club to gather everyone together and it helps students to learn 
and be more wise Art/Culture club children
My idea is to erect three statues around Belmont. Each statue would be a tribute 
to common animals around the neighborhood. The animals would be in modern 
artistic style. The height of the animal statues would be about as tall as a average 
thirteen year old girl. The statues would be climbable. My idea is for Cville to vote 
on which three animals would be depicted. Art/Culture animals all
Have you ever seen the amazing whimsical creatures in the 8th ave/14th street 
NYC subway station? (by Tom Otterness) My idea would be for an artist to 
recreate something like this in our neighborhood. Small brass statues that 
integrate into the surrounding and capture a story and create a space where 
adults and children can stop and feel amused by art. Art/Culture history/place all
Giant Statue of Ted Horn - More Sidewalks Art/Culture sidewalks all
Snack Stands and sell cookies Economic education children
More shops including a Gabe's Economic shops all
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Kids making robots Education play/ rec children
Afterschool programs for little kids because Boys and Girls Club is too busy, park 
amenities, Education

afterschool 
program/park children

After School Art Programs, Art in the Park Education art/ culture children
How to Live Classes, how to budget money, classes on why taking care of your 
home and neighborhood are important. Education

self 
improvement adults

Mentoring the youth  via cooking classes Education food children
My idea is to use expressive arts as a vehicle of community building for the 
Friendship Court residents, with a mission of preparing the residents for the 
transformation (Redevelopment) that is slated to beginning by 2019.

I am an expressive artist and I teach Capoeira and several accompanying Afro-
Brazilian arts. 

My mission this year is to teach as many children as possible the basic skills 
required to participate in an Afro-Brazilian Circle. I hold teaching artist residencies 
with children at 5 sites : Clark Elementary after school, Boys & Girls of Virginia, 
Community Roots, Mountaintop Montessori, and Friendship Court's Community 
Center. I hold weekly music and song classes for adults and elders.

Each month we have a participatory expressive art events (Circle), at various 
locations inviting everyone from the different programs. These events are powerful 
community building moments, and are also multi-generational.

I believe that investment in a sence of community (and using art to process their 
emotional, spiritual, and political challenges) for the Friendship court residents will 
provide a more successful transition to living in mixed income housing. This will 
benefit the residents, their new neighbors, their current neighbors, and the city of 
Charlottesville in whole.

I volunteer most of my time and I'm self funding materials and operational cost. 
Having a budget would make a big difference. Education dance children
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Make Cville environment, human health friendly by paving more bicycle routes and 
footpaths, provide youth enhancement courses, moral education, yoga classes, 
volunteer opportunities. It'll help build better future generations. Provide free or 
minimal cost skills development certificate classes to adults thru volunteers. It'll 
help develop skills trades in community and will be monumental in decreasing 
joblessness. Hence, lower poverty, crime rates. Maintain greenery, beauty and 
cleanliness around the streets, parks and also the historic sites. Bring more 
tourists to Cville inorder to grow economy. Advertise about the community 
betterment ideas thru media. It'll help create awareness in local public to help 
maintain there community. I believe, all these factors will help improve our 
neighborhood. Education skill training all
 I want to revive the Experimental University, something that used to exist in Cville. 
It was one place where you could sign up for all sorts of classes taught by all sorts 
of people, just people who KNEW, not necessarily people with credentials. In fact, 
one of the best courses I ever took was "taught" by someone who wanted to know 
how to do something (how to put together and put out a zine) and solicited other 
people who were interested in working it out together. It could even coordinate 
with Time Bank, with people being able to pay for classes by offering time spent 
doing all kinds of things.

Education training all
More art in Schools Education art/ culture children
More opportunities to highlight teen talent Education event all
We need the school system to teach real black history not just slavery Education race all
afterschool programs - brothers and sisters Education programming all
A place where kids can use electronics like a computer lab Education computer lab all
Watering flowers Environment watering flowers all
Building a large community garden/orchard, solar panel farm - feed it into the 
community grid to reduce electricity bills Environment

alternative 
energy adults

Install permanent stationary bikes in the parks linked to a generator. Run events, 
films, ect from there - people powered. Environment

alternative 
energy adults

Pick more of the junk up Environment clean up all
Transition every house on the block to renewable energy.  Safe, non toxic, Cheap 
food sources Environment

alternative 
energy adults

Not necessarily an art project, but what if we used the money to recruit the 
homeless population and compensate them. The bridge under Ridge Street could 
use some cleaning up as well as the surrounding downtown areas. 15000 could 
go a long way for this and perhaps using the extra to place more recycling bins or 
preserving natural space for a botanical garden.

Environment homeless jobs adults
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I would put a trashcan on the play ground and put trash guard. Environment cleanup all
Put a non literring sine pick up your dog Aaster It poops. non diging sine non 
smoking sine Environment cleanup children
I will make more trash cans in my neighborhood. So you don't have to walk all the 
way up the street So that I will help my community. with all their problomes with 
trash Environment trash all
I wold put trash cans on the side of the sreets because If thay was walking some 
wear thay could put it in theyr. Environment trash all
I would want to help with the Trash. Make it be a better comunity because its good 
to grow you trash away Environment trash all
I would put more trash cans. Environment trash all
Covering a lack behide the backyard because sum bascket balls go into the lack 
so I won't to put simint in the lack and tack the fish or frogs into the oceae Environment all
I would help by taking out trash and find recycles on the street i want my 
neighborhood to be clean and be nice to people in my neighborhood. Environment cleanup all
Community Gardens Environment garden all
more plants Environment garden all

Cleaning and being nice to one another Environment
community 
engagement all

Make my neighborhood cleaner Environment cleanup all
more trees Environment all
more flowers Environment all
plant more flowers Environment garden all
Making Peach Trees Environment garden all

I wonder why more store owners don't clean and sweep up the areas in front of their establishments. 
Also, what happened to the streetcleaning vehicles? Environment

cleanup outside 
businesses all

lots of work to be done in Parks as far as community gardens ..like Mead Park and Riverside park 
and ..., Environment gardens all
Our neighborhood just need a too clean up yards .mostly mine my worker has 
been in and out of hospital two months. No trimming shrubs. trees...plant bulbs....
the yard across could do with. Landscaping...down the road trimming up.. More....
divide the funds by number of houses..have some one to be sure it is used for 
project. I have lots of ideas....this could be most beautiful in county Environment clean up all
Public/community gardens for more vegetables/fruit Environment public gardens all
More trash cans for public use to reduce litter and pollution Environment trash cans all
Having a community clean up day or event where residents help pick up litter Environment litter reduction all
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To recycle Environment recycle all
Not littering or saying bad words, using good words Environment no littering all
Not throwing trash, saying good words not bad words Environment no littering all
Putting flowers on the ground Environment planting flowers all
1. Cherry tree sculpture on Cherry Street would fit right in with the real trees. 

2. At Burnet Street and Elliot, paint a safety crosswalk that looks like a footbridge 
or 3D stairs. Since so many people are crossing there now instead of going up the 
hill to the light, it would be safety plus artistic at the same time! Environment safety all
Fruit Environment food all
I suggest something that supports a sense of community by having neighbors 
work together on an ongoing basis and that will build community resiliency. My 
idea is a fruit tree garden/park - a smaller scale version of the one started in 
Seattle. One other idea I have and they can be combined is to initiate a quarterly 
mulitcultural potluck dinner that brings people together from all parts of Belmont 
and celebrates people's creativity through an expressive arts evening of music, 
dance, etc sharings.. Environment

community 
orchard all

Kids growing and selling flowers Environment education children
Kids making plants Environment play/ rec children
Urban Garden for Residents at 1st. Environment garden all
I would pick up my trash around my house Environment trash cleanup all
Help people with their yard Environment yard work all

Making the Belmont smell go away Environment
pollution 
reduction all

Healthy Food Health/Safety food all
Affordable healthy food Health/Safety food all
more food trucks Health/Safety food all
Pay what you can restaraunts Health/Safety food all

Bike and Drive Bumper Stickers to make people more aware of ped/bike issues. Health/Safety
bike/ped 
awareness adults

My neighborhood needs an emergency Lock down Because if a bad person goes 
from house to house he will do something bad do maybe an electrical fence Health/Safety procedure all
We need more SPeeD BumpS. Health/Safety speed bumps all
Officers/safety issues with guns, light, snow - sidewalks, infrastructure Health/Safety guns all
safety especially with guns Health/Safety guns all
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Food pantry - other communities around the country have adopted a local food 
pantry for citizens. It's a simple box placed in a public area where people can 
leave food & personal care items for others in need to take for free. Similar to the 
"take a penny, leave a penny", it allows an anonymous way for people to help the 
community or get items they need. http://www.littlefreepantry.org/projects/ Health/Safety food all
Something to slow down traffic on Elliot Health/Safety traffic slowdown all
Can you put more stap sign Because every time cars come by fast,. ps can we get 
a spiny thing Health/Safety signage all
Traffic Calming for Pedestrians and safety for kids. Health/Safety traffic calming children/all
It would be nice to find a way to enforce the speed limit on 10th street. I worry about people, 
especially kids, crossing 10th. Health/Safety traffic calming all
Senior Housing other than Crescent Halls Housing housing senior

lower rent for the senior citizens of our county. Housing 
lower rent for 
seniors seniors

Real affordable housing Housing all
To help those who are homeless live n very affordable buildings who are 
homeless!:) Housing poverty all
Art won't help you want to help help people fix there houses up for winter Housing winterization all
I would like more houses for people in need. Housing safety all
Affordable Housing Housing poverty adults
Stop Gentrification Housing affordability all
The best thing that could happen to "enliven" my neighborhood would be greater 
accessibility to the downtown bus terminal and the downtown mall. Every morning 
and afternoon as I walk across the Avon Street bridge (which has been 
deteriorating noticeably over the 14 years I have lived in Belmont), I inhale car 
exhaust. Pedestrian egress and ingress should not be so unpleasant and 
unhealthy. We, as a community, should be encouraging people to walk and bike 
around town (particularly since it is such a small area).

A few years back, UVA architecture students submitted design ideas and models 
to the city to consider. If those are still available, that might be a place to start 
(considering those designs). I believe Brian Wimer might have contact information 
for those students. If not, I am sure it would be easy enough to have another 
design competition for said project.

To note: The postcard I received at the Belmont Bash indicated a $15,000 project 
budget. Infrastructure

walkability/healt
h all
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Playable art/kid-friendly infrastructure. See https://nextcity.
org/daily/entry/playgrounds-public-transportation-cities-family-friendly, then go and 
do likewise. Example: The city recently installed curb extensions at 
Belmont/Meridian as part of a Safe Routes to School project. In addition to being 
safer, the new space on one corner has a railing that my kids love to swing on. 
The walk to school could be made more attractive by, say, identifying a route (e.g. 
Friendship Court to Clark via Belmont Ave) and then installing several playable art 
pieces along the route, such as a piece that could be climbed to ascend the hill 
from Friendship Court to 6th Street.

Infrastructure walkability/play all
neighborhood meeting space/gazebo Infrastructure meeting space all
Lighting on 6th St. Infrastructure lighting all
Better Sidewalks on Belmont and Monticello Infrastructure sidewalks all
put up some sound baffling or some means of containing the darn noise coming 
from amplified music in the Ix art park---it's quite disturbing & we the residents 
were never even asked about this before having it imposed upon us!

Infrastructure noise all
Tear down the fence on the Belmont Bridge. Belmont residents have been without 
a sidewalk on that side of the bridge for FIVE YEARS. The city would never dream 
of treating residents of North Downtown in such a shabby way. Tear it down and 
fix the sidewalk. The fence is an absolute disgrace. Infrastructure fence adults
Move street signs out of the sidewalk and into the grass so its easier to walk or 
use a stroller without having to avoid poles. Infrastructure signage adults
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I think it would be great to use the money to make Belmont more friendly to people 
from other areas of town to spend time in. I believe this would a)increase 
economic vitality (traffic to our stores/salons/restaurants) and b) improve safety in 
the neighborhood by making foot traffic (and eyes on the street) more common. 
Now, this may not seem timely with winter approaching, but I do think it could 
make a real impact. Despite the neighborhood's charm and history, there are just 
not a lot of places to spend time outdoors unless you live here--in which case you 
are inclined to stay in your home or yard--or you are paying to be at a restaurant 
here--in which case you often leave immediately after rather than spend any 
length of time in our neighborhood. If this idea is pursued, the money should be 
spent on a few specific improvements that could make Belmont as much of a 
destination worth as the downtown mall or west main: 1) Repainting the green 
area in the downtown Belmont intersection in front of Fitzgerald Tire so that area is 
more pedestrian friendly. 2) Adding quality benches/seating to that area, and 
throughout key areas in downtown Belmont. 3) Adding hardscape features and 
landscaping elements, similar to what you see on the streets surrounding the 
mall--large hardy planters that would make spending quality time in this 
neighborhood an attractive option for visitors and neighbors alike. 4) Adding more 
public art--similar to what you see throughout other areas of town (the murals that 
exist in Belmont are great, but they are in private spaces where no one would 
spend extended amounts of time.) and 5) Last but not least, adding public trash 
cans (maybe the solar compacting variety) because I often see people littering 
openly here, particularly near the Belmont market, and I think that adds to a sense 
that this neighborhood is not a place you visit unless you need to. I lived for years 
in the Coolidge Corner neighborhood of Boston and I distinctly recall each of these 
features making a real difference to quality of life/time spent by visitors in the 
neighborhood. Infrastructure

walkability/benc
hes/landscaping all

Having NO gates in the neighborhood, make the community city better and bigger, 
indoor pool Infrastructure remove fences children
An observation tower* because when you get to the top of the valley (the steeper 
side.) you will see Carters mountain. It's very beautiful and in fall it looks better 
than anything I seen. So an Observation tower so people can see closer into the 
mountian. (Who knows mabey some people will make paintings.)

*This will also include a telescope. So you can look and see things you didn't see 
before Infrastructure environment all
Have a crosswalk and have more parking spaces! Infrastructure crosswalks all
I have ten crosswoks and safty bars to skan robacs and buss cuvces Infrastructure crosswalks all
I would put up Stop sine and help old pople cros the street. Infrastructure signage all
I would improve my NeighBorhood by: Putting crosswalks And stop singh And Not 
Littering trash cans and speed Bumbs and traffic gurad. Infrastructure crosswalks all
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I can got speed bump because all of peopl play games out side and me and my 
brother ride or bikes and sister Infrastructure crosswalks children
I would pit stop signs in my neighborhood to warn brivers Infrastructure signage all
Adding a sidewalk on both sides of Herris Rd. Because sometimes if you want to 
walk in shade but there is no sidewalk there and it will improve the safety for 
walking down the street. Infrastructure safety all
I would like to see more street lights and a road bump on our road. Cars really 
drive fast by our house Infrastructure safety all
Several Little Free Libraries placed around the neighborhood to encourage literacy 
and spontaneous interaction amongst neighbors.

Smart trash cans placed around the neighborhood to encourage everyone to keep 
the street clean in an efficient way. Infrastructure trash/ libraries all
Put a shared tool shed along the alley inside each block, for neighbors to share 
basic stuff (shovels, ladder, mower, however much they are up for). Seems like 
you can get small portable sheds for ~$150 and there are ~100 blocks around 
Belmont/Carlton/Ridge (not sure how many have the shared alley, but most due), 
so seems like roughly the right amount to make it happen. Infrastructure tool shed adults
 Improve street lighting, present lighting is antiquated. Improve traffic signals. 
Timing of signals now don't reflect increase in traffic flow. Curb on new 
construction, way too many apartments being built. Infrastructure lighting all
More Hipster Coffee Shops Infrastructure business all
Sidewalks Infrastructure safety all
more sidewalks, fix the old ones Infrastructure sidewalks all
Infrastructure is most important, art improvements, sidewalks (use to be edge of 
city), this is a neighborhood about to happen, environment/Moores' Creek is a 
concern, passing on building techniques that last more that 100 years, wegmans 
giving these people a taste of civility Infrastructure environment all
Benches Infrastructure all
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Distinctly beautify/clearly illuminate after dark the crosswalks near Belmont Park. 
There is a large and enthusiastic crew of regulars who come there to play every 
afternoon into evening (past dark in the winter) and dog walkers and just plain 
walkers. The city has paved over the previous brick crosswalks for some reason, 
covering every last bit of character possible and rendering them less noticeable to 
motorists. Add that to the not-functioning street lights, and it makes for a 
dangerous situation. Plus, it's just ugly. Florescent mosaic crosswalks? Day-glo 
painted crosswalks? Belmont, outside of the restaurant-centirc center, is worth the 
effort, but we seem to be forgotten. This is the heart of the real city...including 
those who have owned homes in the neighborhood previous to the influx of 
restaurants and renovators. Infrastructure crosswalks all
Make neighborhoods lighter and brighter and therefore safer, Infrastructure lighting all
Add speed bumps in our neighborhood Infrastructure speed bumps all
Address the parking problem, lack of parking in the neighbohood downtown Infrastructure parking all
Speed bumps on Rockland Ave PLEASE Infrastructure speed bumps all
True Bike Lanes Infrastructure bike lanes adults
Speed bumps on Nalle St Infrastructure speed bumps adults
I think a speedbump would be helpful in our neighborhood because me and my 
friends like to ride our bikes in our cul-de-sac. Sometimes cars are to fast coming 
around the corner. I also think that if we had volunteers who could clean up the 
neighborhood once a week, our neighborhood would be clean. That is how I would 
improve my neighborhood Infrastructure speed bumps all
I would provide cross walks for people. Infrastructure crosswalks all
I would Speed bump and coras walks Infrastructure speed bumps all
I would improve my neighborhood by put cross walk because some people does 
not stop and they speed then past the stop sign. They might hit someone Infrastructure crosswalks all
Speed bumps because a lot of cars come by fast and a kid almost got hit By it. I 
Live on Hartmans mill road. Infrastructure speed bumps all
I think a speed bump because cars zoom down the street. when there is ice or 
snow on the road They will swerve down the street Infrastructure speed bumps all
Speed Bumps
Bus Shelters Infrastructure speed bumps all
Speed deterrents on grove st and king street (between Roosevelt brown blvd. & 
Patton). Speeding on these streets is common and excessive. Infrastructure speed bumps all
more crosswalks Infrastructure crosswalks all
Speed Bumps Infrastructure speed bumps all
Speed Bumps Infrastructure speedbumps all
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As a pedestrian, I find it difficult to cross within the crossing to go from one side to 
the other without feeling that I will be a casualty. So often I have had some close 
calls. Something desperately needs to be done!!!'Help!!! Infrastructure crosswalks all

Take away the speed bumps in the neighborhood because it messes up our cars Infrastructure
reduce speed 
bumps all

getting a speed because my cat is allowed to go outside and onetime she almost 
go run over by a speeding car. I live on Jefforson park Circle and that is my grate 
idea! Infrastructure speed bumps all
Local kiosk walkable rented by local folks for tech. Charged by the hr rent a mini 
school bus on their block..been saying this for ten yrs here in CVILLE. Infrastructure environment adults
To make Lankford a one way road, it is very narrow and there's a lot of cars 
parked along the road. There is no way for two cars to fit through. I've seen may 
times when cars have almost caused accidents speeding by on the street. To 
make up for this becoming one way Hartman Mills Rd could be made also into a 
one way going the opposite direction. I think this would make the neighborhood a 
little safer. Infrastructure safety adults
If we have a cross walk, swing, pool, new trashcans, reserved parking spots with 4 
visitor spots. Infrastructure play/ rec all
I would improve my neighborhood by puting sighns to encourage pepole not to 
park in the streat and to trim ther hegis and trees of the rood. Infrastructure signage all
Make it where you could have a sidewalk so we can go for a walk Infrastructure sidewalk all
I'm not sure what kind of arts projects our neighborhood needs -- it more just 
needs projects, period. Demolishing or dramatic remodeling of the condemned 
houses, speed bumps to keep drivers from terrorizing the neighborhood, decent 
utility options like fiber internet, timely clearing of our streets when it snows, timely 
removal of dead animals from our streets and sidewalks. Not of that seems very 
art-oriented, but that's where we are. Other condemned houseadults
Make Cville environment, human health friendly by paving more bicycle routes and 
footpaths, provide youth enhancement courses, moral education, yoga classes, volunteer 
opportunities. It'll help build better future generations. Provide free or minimal cost skills 
development certificate classes to adults thru volunteers. It'll help develop skills trades in 
community and will be monumental in decreasing joblessness. Hence, lower poverty, crime 
rates. Maintain greenery, beauty and cleanliness around the streets, parks and also the 
historic sites. Bring more tourists to Cville inorder to grow economy. Advertise about the 
community betterment ideas thru media. It'll help create awareness in local public to help 
maintain their community. I believe, all these factors will help improve our neighborhood. Other awareness all
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Lower rent, food prices.
More safe cross walking expecially on North 29th and Ivy Road.
improve on the bus service.
Keep all bus services running through exams and holidays vacations. Unless it's 
one of the national holidays.
For the people that are living below property level and are working hard up their 
paychecks to at least property level.
Lower state taxes.
This is just for starters. Other

transportation/ta
xes/poverty all

More low income public built housing.. Instead of just two!! More lights on darker 
areas, more activities & buildings for children , expand the boys & girls club, build 
another mall with more levels w/floors, build more homeless shelters, mentally 
health places, build more hospitals Other housing/lighting/ all
having a dog wheelchair for dog or other animals. that get injured so people do not 
have to hold them the animal can push itself Other animals animals 
I'm messaging you my idea because I couldn't get it to go through online: Create a 
dynamic "need/give" or "connect me"program. Online and in certain locations, 
neighborhood members can say what they need and what they can give, and can 
connect with each other. This could be kind of like a time bank or bartering, but 
less formal. Each month, BeCville could support and sponsor two of the needs--
one of their choosing and one voted on by the neighborhood. The need could be 
met through the present funding and crowd-based creative responses. participants 
would probably have to agree not to hold BeCville liable for any of the services 
provided from other participants. the project could be creatively designed and 
documented. little free libraries and pantries are also cool. I used to live in Belmont 
now I live in Orange VA but still love that area � am glad to be contacted Other

sharing/barterin
g system adults

A happy birthday For My Friend's This Way We can remember our Birthday 
Together Other sharing info children
The Cville TimeBank would love to ensure that Charlottesville has access to twice 
a year Repair Cafes - events where volunteer fixers assemble for an afternoon of 
FREE repairs for the community! We have secured grant funding for four events, 
and have held Repair Cafes in November 2015, March 2016, October 2016 - and 
the fourth will be held in March 2017. We hope to continue offering these cafes - 
as long as our budget will allow! Other event, share, repairadults
Have Empathy Other all
Help People out Other kindness all
listen Other all
More cameras, less cops or officers that don't care for the "average" civilian Other police all
having a dog wheel chair for dogs or other animals that get injured so peopledo 
not have to hold them the animal can push itself Other animals animals
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Lower taxes! Spend less money and return excess to property owners. Safer 
downtown!

Other taxes all
Helping stray cats because there are LOTS of stray cats. And people should be 
able to adopt them. Other animals
Helping stray animals like dogs and cats. Other animals all
Having more programs to help animals that aren't just for pets Other animals all
Playground improvements, beautification, push-a-thon (shutting down a 
neighborhood for one day1 to give history on c-ville but fun for all kids/parents Parks/Rec environment all
Public Pool Parks/Rec public pool all
Building a better park with water sprinklers like Forest Hills Park Parks/Rec water fixtures children
More dog parks because the neighbor's dog always goes in our yard! Parks/Rec dog parks all
Build a basketball court at the other end of Friendship court Parks/Rec basketball court children
I think we  need a park cause every Parent would not have to drive to a park thay 
can walk down the street oh and a trampoline. ridge street Parks/Rec park children
Trampolines in Belmont Park Parks/Rec children
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I think Belmont Park desperately needs a new playground. And not another plastic 
piece that seems the norm these days. Something thoughtful and organic. Like a 
natural extension of the space and undulating hillside and not something plopped 
down in a hurry. A playscape. But functional for everyone, not just the kids.

Plenty of parks in Europe and even New York City embrace this idea. They use 
hillsides to host slides. They build seating into the space for families. They provide 
open-ended structures that allow children and adults to both use the spacel To 
connect, imagine, run, and invent their own use of the space. They use materials 
that are not man-made. They allow citizens to interact with the space. 

Multi-use/hangout spaces: 
http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2015/11/paprocany-lake-shore-by-
rs/paprocany_08_fot_tomasz_zakrzewski/

http://www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/blog/article-how-an-art-project-in-new-
york-could-help-britains-high-street-1256

Calgary Natural Playgrounds: http://calgaryplaygroundreview.com/natural-
playgrounds-around-calgary/

Play mounds/tunnels/undulations: 
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.
com/originals/9f/0a/2c/9f0a2c212531537a18382464220dde76.jpg

http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2015/05/drapers-field-by-kla/07-kla_drapers-
field_riding-the-wave/

https://www.google.com/search?
q=organic+playground+design+europe+images&rlz=1C5AVSZ_enUS530US533&
espv=2&biw=1440&bih=800&tbm=isch&imgil=J2bDlyd73nEc-M%253A%
253BPOttPO-ex6J46M%253Bhttp%25253A%25252F%25252Fwww.playground-
supplies.com%25252F&source=iu&pf=m&fir=J2bDlyd73nEc-M%253A%
252CPOttPO-ex6J46M%252C_&usg=__v-GjX7ntlxrfyOA6dWBgknYEWAw%
3D&ved=0ahUKEwi_lqnd0YrQAhVHwlQKHW4dCPgQyjcIQQ&ei=7CcaWL_wBce
E0wLuuqDADw#imgrc=StS-LUc_bQ7fyM%3A

Gosh, I could go on and on and on. All I know is that our city desperately needs 
this! Our neighborhood could use this. It could be beautiful, functional, and a 
whole lot of fun. Pick us!!!

I already submitted my idea but couldn't resist sending one more image. It's man-
made but it sure is beautiful...

http://www.maison.com/jardin/jardins-visiter/jardins-chaumont-sous-signe-design-
6479/galerie/25768/ Parks/Rec playground all
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A bigger playground for the neighborhood, a bigger community center with more 
space, swings and benches. Parks/Rec playground children
Making better/thicker walls, adding an indoor play area/playground Parks/Rec infrastructure all
I have an Idea it is to make a pool because we dont have to pay and other people 
do And we can make a diving board Also a snack machine my street is Avon St. Parks/Rec pool children
I think My neighborhood needs a pool because a lot of people like going to the 
pool. They just have to walk. Also, and Iceskating rink so in the winter we can 
have fun! Parks/Rec pool children
I want my neighborhood to have a park and a soccer field because theres a lot of 
babies and kids like my age that like soccer and playing in the park My little 
brother loves to play on the slide and the swing. Parks/Rec park all
I would have Park next to my house. because so children cap have fun! Parks/Rec park children
Moer grass and more Baskit coret. And a new playgrond and pool. Parks/Rec playground children
I whant have a tree hose, for cat and dog. give some food and water. and hlep 
then find a home. Parks/Rec animals children
I would like to have a park in my back yard. Please ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Parks/Rec park children
have a football and a baseball feld a ice cream stor clevend Parks/Rec sports children
I wish For a Football Fielid and A shelter for dogs. And A park. And Food For 
homeless peopole. That My Wish. Parks/Rec health/ safety/ sportschildren
Can we have a football feld. More pools and parks. Parks/Rec pool/ park children
In my neighborhood I want a soccer field and a mini golf Parks/Rec sports children
My idea is that we could build a playground in my back yard because we have lots 
of children. and we have lots of space there. Parks/Rec all
A soccr feld and a pool a lots of appl trees. I rlly want a playground I wante these 
thigs because It will be fun. Parks/Rec environment children
I think it will be good if you put swings at My Neighborhood because people like 
me and my friend don't like the stuff we have Parks/Rec playground children
Putting a playground in our neighborhood because there are a lot of younger kids 
in our neighborhood. I live on raymond road. Go deep in until there's a look. 
There's a grass middle (Put the playground there). Parks/Rec playground chidren
I have an idea we need a park because a lot of kids don't have someplace to play 
and also a garden so we can eat fresh vegetables. my house is ridge st Parks/Rec environment children
Putting a place where people in the community could play games, have an arcade, 
an outdoor experience, a place of freedom Parks/Rec environment all
slides, playground, trees Parks/Rec environment children
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putting a playground in our neighborhood because there are a lot of younger kids 
in our neighborhood. Parks/Rec playground children
More events with citizens and law enforcement Parks/Rec police relations all
Open a chuckie cheese for kids! Parks/Rec children
Bring back the block parties and the socials between citizens law enforcement fire and rescue and 
city council...when i grew up there we always had free events where we traded the baseball police 
cards and Bobs Bbq man those old school things we did made a big difference in our communities Parks/Rec block parties all
Less classism more socializing Parks/Rec events all
Get out there to meet the peoples then work together Parks/Rec events all
A public pool over by the old Spudnuts Parks/Rec pool all
Public playground and park equipment Parks/Rec park children
More basketball hoops Parks/Rec basketball court children
A park more like Pen Park Parks/Rec park children
More slides at parks and playgrounds Parks/Rec playground children
Pool Parks/Rec pool all
I would like a new playground. And a net to clean the river. Thank you. Parks/Rec playground children
Skateboard area Parks/Rec skate park children/teens
Playground Parks/Rec playground children
To make a new park Parks/Rec park all
Playground Parks/Rec playground children
Playground Parks/Rec playground children
Local swimming pool Parks/Rec pool all
Better play ground Parks/Rec playground children
A public pool Parks/Rec pool children

Playground with a basketball court Parks/Rec
playground/bas
ketball court children/teens

We can have dogs Parks/Rec animals all
Help build a playground Parks/Rec playground children
Playground with a swing Parks/Rec playground children
Having more things to play on Parks/Rec playground children
Putting in an indoor basketball court, improve of playground indoor and out, 
swimming pool, stage and mic set for performance, safety guards for crossing 
streets Parks/Rec events children
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in door pool and to have some where to play football. Parks/Rec pool/ sports children
A bigger Baseketball court, a pool, put some swings in, put a bench over by the 
basketball court. Parks/Rec park/ pool children
My idea is to build a place that kids can play anything they want like basketball, 
football, and soccer so kids don't have to play in the streets Parking lots Parks/Rec sports park children
Dog Park, Ice Cream Store, Water Slide, more Trees, no cigarettes Parks/Rec dog park/trees/ all
Transform the vacant grassy area near Champion Brewery (Avon and Garrett) into 
an Art-themed Dog Park like this one in Los Angeles: http://laraba.org/dog-park/. 
There's already an impressive wall of graffiti that gives this area a creative vibe. 
Such a park would get neighbors outside and talking to each other in a positive, 
friendly environment. People can take their dogs to the park and then extend 
discussions with new friends over a beer at Champion (which has a dog-friendly 
patio). Add some nice benches for people, and perhaps sculptures with animal 
themes that the dogs can interact with, like a colorful fountain or obstacle course. 
Costs: artwork, benches, water fountain, dog poop bags, trash removal, chain link 
fence (that could be decorated), signage. Could definitely do this for under $15K, 
and if not, I bet the neighbors would chip in to help cover costs. 

Thanks for the opportunity to weigh in, I can't wait to see what others come up 
with! Parks/Rec

dog 
park/benches all

More swings, drawing, snack stand run by kids Parks/Rec economic children
Have a pool in My back yard to swim in. Parks/Rec pool children
A giant game of connect four. The sides of the game are ladders so people can 
reach the top.

Parks/Rec event all
I would like to see music concerts and presentations on a regular basis throughout 
the year by local musicians and local students. Belmont Park is a lovely park to 
accomodate outdoor events and my church Belmont Baptist is willing to offer the 
use of their sanctuary which seats 400+ if this idea would be chosen. 

I feel that participatory art is so much more engaging than our system of art in 
place. During the summer months we put on a music camp for young children and 
it is truly inspiring how eager they are to participate in the music arts. 

Parks/Rec music/ participatory artall

Build a playground and a pool Parks/Rec
playground/ 
pool children

Event that Bring the Community Together Parks/Rec
event for 
community all

Dance Parks/Rec exercise all
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eating together Parks/Rec
food, block 
party all

Ways of getting to know each other Parks/Rec ev all
Build a hot tub and pool playground Parks/Rec playground children

Continue to have events that bring the community together Parks/Rec
community 
togetherness all

Skate Park and a plagrawn Parks/Rec children
A community-pool. An some - flower at the school graden. Parks/Rec environment children
I want a polle and a diving borde and with god-zilla strufe 2 of them chaire thee. Parks/Rec pool children
I want my naberhood I want to have a pool and a backetball and a new bike Parks/Rec pool children
have rides to food banks, monthly, for people who don't have rides Transportation ride share all
a sign for drivers to drive carefully this way out for kids and animals. mosely dr Transportation signage all
I have an idea by pitting a bunk on top of the Busis. Then you could get more 
peple Then you expet Transportation buses all
having a bike path. Me and my friends like to ride bikes but we always are worried 
about cars. It would be safer Transportation bike path children
We desperately need a trolley to connect our neighborhoods. To ease the 
transportation burden created by the University and the Hospital, a Trolley system 
would provide safe affordable transport to restaurants, shopping and lodging 
especially during busy event dates. There is NO parking in Belmont , Ridge or 
near UVA. Think of those who cannot drive due to disability or age and how this 
would benefit them. Those with minimal income do not have cars and may not be 
able to afford Uber. We need more green pathways, and less cars with a way to 
get our citizens and visitors from Point A to Point B Transportation walkability/ trolley
Skylift to make it easier to get up and down the hills of Charlottesville Transportation lift all


